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This article intends to offer a pocket-guide reference for those wanting to
pursue civil litigation in Latin American countries. Although not a substitute guide for
the detailed civil procedures of each country by any means, the article aims to
highlight (particularly to those unfamiliar with the civil law systems) a few unique
features of these regional systems that litigators should be aware of.

Mexico
i.

The court system

Being a federal state, Mexico’s court system is separated into federal and
local courts.1
At the federal level exists the Suprema Corte de Justicia de la Nación
(SCJN)2, the collegiate circuit courts, the unitary circuit court and the district courts
(courts of first instance).3 In addition to appeals, the court hears constitutional
matters.4
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At the state level, the states have their own high court and specialized courts
dealing with civil, commercial, family, leasing, labor and criminal matters. 5
ii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?

Mexico is unique in that the state ‘expressly’ binds lower courts to the
decisions of the highest court albeit in ‘very specific circumstances’ through the
concept of jurisprudencia (precedent). 6 An example of such a circumstance is where
the same legal opinion or point of law is decided in five different and consecutive
matters issued by eight justices of the SCJN sitting en banc (plenary session) or four
justices if sitting in sala (chamber). 7 That opinion then becomes jurisprudencia, and
is binding on all courts.8 Jurisprudencia in this regard can only be overruled if the
SCJN unanimously votes to do so.9
There are also a number of other select ways the SCJN can create
jurisprudencia and create certainty in the decision-making in Mexico.10 A cited effect
of jurisprudencia has been the fewer backlog of cases in the Mexican court system 11
which should offer some reprieve to those wanting to litigate in the country.
iii.

Is it possible for a defendant to join additional parties to an existing
proceeding?

The Commercial Code allows for parties possessing the same right and
interests to join proceedings as co-plaintiffs or co-defendants.12 This is done through
a ‘common representative’. 13
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iv.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

Mexico is experiencing a shift to conducting mainly oral proceedings, notably
concentrating pleadings on two hearings: preliminary hearing and trial hearing, in
order to expedite proceedings.14 It is reported that by 2020, Mexico aims to conduct
all of its commercial matters through oral proceedings.15
In the preliminary hearing, parties will provide procedural agreements
concerning the common (agreed) facts, disputed facts and the evidence.16 After this,
the court admits the evidence, summons parties and witnesses (including experts)
for the trial hearing. 17 At the trial hearing, all evidence is heard. 18
v.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

There are no costs associated with filing a civil law suit.19 Individual party
expenses (lawyers’ fees and other miscellaneous fees e.g. expert witnesses) are
born by each party.20
It is possible for a successful party to claim legal costs over the losing party. 21
Typically, the successful party will commence an ancillary cost proceeding to recover
such amounts and will provide evidence in relation to the amounts claimed.22
vi.

Appeal process

The applicable law to the dispute dictates the appeal process, if any were to
exist. If the applicable law does not offer such an appeal process, then parties may
request the court to invoke its own discretion or determination through a ‘motion to
revoke’.24 Mexico has two types of appeals: appeals to be resolved alongside the
23
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final judgment and direct appeals to the appellate court.25 The appeal is filed to the
court which issued the order and after which the appeal is sent to the superior
court.26
Mexico allows for challenges to be made against federal administrative
decisions. This is governed by the Federal Administrative Litigation Procedure Law
applicable in the particular state.27
vii.

A point of interest

Mexico has been debating enacting a National Civil Procedural Code to
standardize civil procedure.28 Traditionally, civil procedure has been statedependent, so each state may regulate it differently. 29

Colombia
i.

The court system30

Colombia’s court system includes the Corte Constitucional (Constitutional
Court), Corte Suprema de Justicia (Supreme Court of Justice), Consejo de Estado
(Council of State), Consejo Superior de la Judicatura (Superior Council of Justice
Administration), Fiscalía General de la Nación (The Attorney General’s Office) and
the lower administrative and civil courts.31
Notably, the Constitutional Court is able to consider the constitutionality of
enacted legislation despite the lack of a legal controversy concerning that piece of
25
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legislation. 32 The Supreme Court of Justice is the highest court for civil, criminal and
labor cases. 33 Similarly, The Council of State is the highest court for administrative
matters. 34
ii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?

Colombia is another state that has made significant advances to establishing
binding judgments in some areas. The Constitutional Court and the Council of the
State can operate to evoke ‘mandatory judicial precedent’ on other courts.35
Additionally, Article 4 of Law 169 of 1896, establishes that three consistent
decisions rendered by the Supreme Court of Justice on a particular issue will form
doctrina probable (probable doctrine) and ‘should be’ relied upon by judges faced
with similar cases.36
iii.

Is it possible for a defendant to join additional parties to an existing
proceeding?

The General Code of Procedure (GCP) allows for joinder of parties to a
proceeding on a number of grounds.37 Some of these grounds include where, there
is participation of all parties involved in the ‘material facts of the case’ or where a
judgment could have an effect on an additional party. 38
iv.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

Court proceedings in Colombia appear to have a mix of written and oral
pleadings. Initially, there is a written stage which includes commencement of the
claim submissions, counterclaims and responses.39
The second stage is mainly oral and consists of the first hearing, which sets
the timeline and framework of proceedings where a judge may both encourage
32
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settlement and provide judgment on any ‘preliminary defences’. 40 At this hearing, a
judge will usually ascertain the ‘material facts’ of the case and make orders to gather
evidence. 41 The ‘trial hearing’ is where evidence is gathered, closing submissions
are delivered and the judge issues a final decision.42
v.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

Generally, in Colombia, there no set ‘judicial fees or taxes’ to commence
claims.43
However, courts may determine, the unsuccessful party liable for various
types of legal costs.44 Some of these could be, proceedings costs (claim amount)
and other costs when an appeal has been initiated. 45 In the situation of an appeal, if
the second instance decision affirms the first decision entirely, then the appellant is
required to pay the costs of the appeal.46 If the second instance decision revokes
the first, then the unsuccessful party is liable for both first and second instance
costs.47 If the appeal is partially successful, judicial discretion may be exercised to
decide on the division of costs.48 The unsuccessful party may also have to pay for
40
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the successful party’s lawyers’ fees in accordance with statutory limits regarding
payable sums.49
vi.

Appeal process

Appeals can be made regarding a variety of decisions.50 Some of these
decisions are contained in Article 321 of the GCP and Article 243 of the Code of
Administrative Procedure (CAP) lists specific cases where parties may request an
appeal and other rulings where the claimant is not seeking an amount under
US$10,000. 51 In broad terms, appeals most commonly concern the following three
grounds: 52
(1) ‘Wrongful application of the law pertinent to the subject matter of the
dispute’53
(2) ‘Wrongful appreciation of the evidence collected’54
(3) Gross mistake in the determination of the material facts of the dispute’55
viii.

A point of interest

Although rarely granted, Colombia offers tutela which is a constitutional action
that allows parties to challenge final judgments if that judgment contravenes a
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challenging on the basis of unconstitutionality, initiating a challenge process pursuant to the
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administrative act.50
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fundamental right and if the plaintiff is without another recourse to seek protection of
that right.56

Peru
i.

The court system

The highest court in Peru is the Supreme Court of Justice in Lima and
includes specialized courts (civil, criminal, constitutional, labor law). Next, are the
superior courts in each judicial district which also include specialized courts (civil,
criminal, constitutional, labor, commercial, family and administrative law).
Following this, are specialized judges, with usually one specialized judge per
major Peruvian city.57 Similarly, but below these judges are, professional peace
judges, with usually one professional peace judge in major Peruvian cities. These
judges are not equipped to deal with one specific area of law or matter and so they
have jurisdiction over various low value cases and other minor matters. 58
Following these judges are the peace courts, comprising of one judge who
‘may not have the status of a lawyer’.59
ii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?

Peru has adopted certain procedures which have established binding
precedent in some areas. For example, Article 43 of Legislative Decree 807, permits
The Peruvian Institute for the Defense of Competition and Intellectual property
(INDECOPI)’s administrative court to, after declaring that a particular decision is
binding, to create binding precedent.60
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It is said that the Constitutional Court and Tax Court follow suit with respect to
creating binding judgments, bar one exception.61 These two courts cannot be
‘explicitly declared to be precedent-setting’. 62 Despite this, the practices of the courts
are to refer to ‘precedent-setting decisions’ and also, analyze previous decisions
from courts such as the Constitutional Court. 63
iii.

Is it possible for a defendant to join additional parties to an existing
proceeding?

Potentially liable parties may be joined to the proceedings provided the
defendant is able to demonstrate an interest in the process and that any decision
rendered could have either a direct or indirect effect on them. 64
iv.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

It is unclear whether Peru adopts a solely ‘on the papers’ system for pleadings
or an oral one. It appears, given comments for reform in Peru, that there are
considerable written pleadings and thus, there is a clear need for oral pleadings for
the ‘simpler proceedings’.65
v.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

For civil cases, court fees pertaining to offering evidence is required. These
fees can range from between $12 USD to $160 USD and depend on the type and
amount of the claim.66 The higher the value of the claim, the more likely for the fees
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to be higher.67 There are also associated lawyers’ costs and these costs are capped
by an amount determined by the Bar of judicial districts in Peru.68
In terms of awarding costs against the unsuccessful party, judges are afforded
discretion in finding the losing party liable. 69 A judge will consider any defences
raised and the party’s ‘behavior’ during proceedings. 70 A successful party may also
be found liable to pay the prevailing party’s lawyers’ fees71. The judge will determine
the amount to be paid which suggests that the losing party may not be required to
pay the entirety of the other side’s lawyers’ fees. 72
vi.

Appeal process

The Peruvian judicial system offers an appeal process where the losing party
may appeal a decision on the basis of errors, such as procedural issues or issues
with ‘trial court’s content’, in the judgment.73
vii.

A point of interest

Recently, judicial reform has centered on improving the ‘efficiency of the
service of justice’.74 As part of this focus and specifically in relation to civil
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(commercial) matters, two reform bills targeted at speeding up judicial processes
through technological aids were introduced:75
(1) Electronic mail notification
(2) Electronic judicial sale
Draft bills relating to the appeal process have also been debated.76

Chile
i.

The court system77

Chile also follows a hierarchical court system. The system is split into the
Supreme Court, Courts of Appeals and lower courts and specialized lower courts
(tribunals of first instance) on matters such as labor, family, antitrust and the
environment.78 Additionally, Chile has a separate Constitutional Court.79
ii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?

75
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An ongoing debate in Chile is whether judicial decisions from the highest
courts can be used for; supporting a decision, ‘illustrative purposes’ or for a middle
ground between direct support and ‘illustration’.80
There has been discussion on whether a new code of civil procedure could
‘’unify the jurisprudence in certain types of cases’81. At the time of writing, a new civil
code has not been enacted and the 2007 version still continues to exist.82
iii.

Is it possible for a defendant to join additional parties to an existing
proceeding?

Chile allows for a ‘consolidation mechanism’ which would apply in
circumstances where two or more cases where the decision of any one cases could
have res judicata effect on the other.83 Further to this, the procedure of tercerias,
allows other interested third parties to ‘intervene’ in proceedings.84
iv.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

In lower courts, proceedings are typically conducted through written
communications.85 In the higher courts, oral hearings are more common.86
v.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

The courts do not prescribe filing fees and the associated fees concern
experts appointed by the court, notification of court orders and receipt of hearing
transcripts.87
Generally, the losing party bears the legal costs.88 A court may, however,
exercise discretion to find that each party will liable for its own costs if the court finds
Teresa M. Miguel-Stearns, ‘Judicial Power in Latin America: a Short Survey’ (2015) 15
Legal Information Management 100, 104.
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that the unsuccessful party had legitimate or ‘plausible’ grounds to commence
proceedings. 89
vi.

Appeal process

A party may file an appeal against a lower court judgment, provided it is done
within ten working days after the decision has been rendered.90 Lower court
judgments can be appealed on procedural (form) and substantive (merits) grounds.
91
Appeals by these appellate courts may be further appealed through an ‘annulment
appeal’ however the content of the appeal must be on either ‘infringement of
procedural or substantive provision of law’. 92
vii.

A point of interest

Chile has been in lengthy discussions for the enactment of a new Code of
Civil Procedure.93 Implementation of an oral proceeding instead of the present
written proceeding is one of the key aspects of the Code. 94

Argentina
i.

The court system

Argentina operates as a dual judicial system.95 The federal part deals with
matters pertaining to federal law and the original jurisdictional courts hear matters
within the provinces on common and local law claims. 96
ii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?97
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Binding precedent operates as a ‘soft obligation’ in Argentina.98 This
obligation entails that there is a tendency of lower courts in Argentina to ‘check’ the
Supreme Court’s position on an issue and ‘generally follow’ that position.99 There is
not, however, an official, constitutionally-entrenched obligation for these courts to do
so.100
In any case, it has been reported that the Supreme Court issues warnings
providing that, despite the lack of official binding precedent, a departure from
Supreme Court decision-making, could result in those lower court decisions being
‘struck down’.101 There still remains capacity, however, for lower courts to depart
from Supreme Court decisions if there are ‘new arguments’ for deciding the case
different to the prior decision.102
iii.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

For the bulk of proceedings in Argentina, it appears that proceedings are
conducted primarily ‘on the papers’ particularly in the earlier stages of the claim.103
Typically, at around the ‘evidence stage’ will the proceedings shift to oral hearings.
104

iv.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

Argentina has costs associated with mediation and also, litigation filing fees
for accessing the court system.105 Each party bears their own legal costs.106
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Ordinarily, the unsuccessful party will bear the legal costs of the winning party. The
court is at its disposal to find an alternative conclusion and find that the unsuccessful
party does not have to either, completely or, partially pay the legal costs. 107 The
court may also, in exceptional circumstances where the judgment is ‘partially
favorable’ to both parties, divide the legal costs between both parties.108
v.

Appeal process

Appeals against first instance judgments must be filed, five working days after
judgment has been delivered and at that court but providing grounds for the appeal
are not necessary at this stage.109 If that court determines the appeal to be
admissible, the National Commercial Court of Appeals in Buenos Aires (National
Court) will hear the appeal. 110 At the National Court, parties will need to present
their grounds for appeal. 111
i.

A point of interest

Since May 2016, Argentina adopted an e-filling law which posits that within
twenty-four hours of ‘paper submission of any presentation, an e-filling’ in PDF
format must be uploaded onto the court’s system.112 The Law also renders electronic
notification as mandatory. 113

Brazil
ii.

The court system114

Brazil has a dual system of state and federal courts. Unlike other jurisdictions,
their competence is not determined by the nature of the applicable law, but by the
parties or subject matter involved in the case. Federal courts generally have
107
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jurisdiction to hear cases involving the federal government and some types of
entities under the control of the federal government., as well as foreign governments
or international organizations. The other matters, regardless of the nature of the
applicable law, are submitted to state courts.
Both the state and federal courts are organized in two instances, with a state
court of appeals in each state and five regional federal courts of appeals for the
federal court system.
The Brazilian judiciary also has two higher national courts, the STF hearing
primarily constitutional matters and the STJ hearing matters on federal law.
iii.

Is there a system of binding precedent?115

Significant moves have been made in Brazil towards creating binding
precedent. Such moves do not mean abandoning the basic features of a civil law
jurisdiction, but the need for legal certainty has created a move in favor of
mechanisms that protect consistency and integrity in the application of certain higher
court decisions.
For example, the STF has the power to issue so-called sumulas vinculantes
(binding summaries), which are final judgments from which the STF extracts a
straightforward and express statement of the interpretation of a certain constitutional
provision. This statement becomes binding and allows for direct recourse to the STF
in case of infringement. In the period after 2008 and especially after the enactment of
the 2015 Brazilian Civil Code of Procedure (BCPC) 116, the STJ has acquired similar
competence and now has a number of ways to create binding precedent for lower
courts.
iv.

Is it possible for a defendant to join additional parties to an existing
proceeding?

Third-party intervention is permissible through mechanisms such as amicus
curiae (friend of the court) or because the third-party is ‘directly involved or is
potentially liable for the facts and obligations reported in the statement of claim’.117
v.

Are more proceedings conducted ‘on the papers’ or orally?

Brazil has a typical system of ‘on the papers’ proceedings in the first instance,
in which opportunities for hearings are limited and more focused on gathering
evidence than allowing for interaction between counsel and the court. On the other
115
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hand, the appellate trial is purely oral, based on the written submissions the parties
have made at the time of filing the appeal in the lower instances; during trial, both
counsel may submit oral arguments, and the court deliberates publicly on the same
occasion.
vi.

What are the costs associated with commencing civil claims?

Each state in Brazil prescribes its own set of court fees.118 Some of these fees
are standard fees that are more or less applicable in each state for the filing of a civil
claim.119 For example, the claimant usually pays the initial fees to commence a
dispute and this fee typically ranges from 1% to 2% of the case value.120 Each state
will also typically establish a minimum and maximum amount of this fee. 121 Similarly,
the defendant will pay fees for the filing of a counterclaim.122 Appeals require
additional fees.123
The basic premise of the litigation fees in Brazil is that each party must pay
any costs with respect to ‘the execution of the acts they request’. 124
The unsuccessful party will bear the legal costs (and court-awarded attorneys’
fees ) of the successful party.126 A peculiar trait of the Brazilian system is that the
award for attorneys’ fees legally belongs to the attorneys, not the clients. Article 85,
BCPC, defines criteria for setting attorneys’ fees that are generally set between 10%
and 20% of the amount in dispute.
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vii.

Appeal process

First instance rulings may be reviewed by the respective State Court of
Appeals or a Regional Court of Appeals.127 These courts are limited by the scope of
review defined by the grounds and claims which have been raised by the
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unsuccessful party.128 As for the typical number of appellate levels in civil litigation,
Brazil has three:
(1) An appeal to a state or regional appellate court
(2) An appeal to the STJ on federal law matters
(3) An appeal to the STF on constitutional law matters
Brazil allows for both appeals against interlocutory decisions and final
decisions.
The admissibility requirements for appeals involve certain restrictions on the
subject matter of the appeals. Interlocutory appeals are admitted only in a limited list
of situations described in Article 1015 of the BCPC, although the STJ tends to
amplify this list through interpretation. In addition, appeals to the STJ and STF may
not deal with points of fact, only with points of federal or constitutional law,
respectively, and are subject to several admissibility requirements.
viii.

A point of interest

The BCPC placed a strong focus on electronic proceedings in litigation. The
BCCP normalized electronic procedure such as, the submitting of documents,
allowance of witnesses to be heard through videoconferences and so forth to be
done through electronic means as a move to expedite litigation proceedings in the
country.129
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